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THE OPEN COURT,

'Wheelbarrow" speaks to the laboring men from the standpoint
of a laborer, although he does not work with a shovel and a
wheelbarrow now. In his first essay, published in one of the
early numbers of The Open Court, he says
" I sign my name
'Wheelbarrow' because that is the implement of my handicraft
'

:

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.

or

EDWARD

C.

HEGELER,

President.

PAUL CARUS,

DR.

Editor.

The Open Court is a radical journal which holds that Religion and
Science, rightly understood, do not contradict each other. The apparent divergencies have arisen from the false dualistic conceptions of world and life;
and the Conciliation of Religion with Science is to be found in Monism— lo
present and defend which is the main object of The Open Court.
Monism

is that view which recognizes the Oneness of AU-Esistence.
As a Philosophy, Monism is the basis of modern science. It teaches that
one and the same. One truth can not contradict another truth. Cognition must agree with facts and be free from self-contradiction, constituting
a clear and systematic conception of Reality.
As a Religion, Monism teaches that the individual is a part of the whole.
The individual must conform to the laws of the All in order to live, in order
to live well and be blessed.
The religion oi Monism thus becomes the scientific basis of Ethics which

truth

is

.

regulates the relations of the individual to his fellow-beings as well as to the
cosmical laws of the All.

The Open Court has
new

for contributors the leading thinkers of the old

and

world.

Translations from the most prominent authors of Europe have been promade to present the very best and most advanced thought

cured, and efforts are

bearing on

scientific, religious, social

and economic questions.

was when

road man;'

I

my

was a strong man.

"Wheelbarrow" treats the labor question in a manner pecuown, with illustrations drawn from every-day experience and presenting a moral which may be seen at a glance.
He advises the working men in a friendly, persuasive way, and
criticises many of their methods of reform as harmful to themselves, tyrannical and unwise.
These essays have been much
admired, not only by the working men, but also by men eminent in
American literature. In an editorial article on " Wheelbarrow,"
the Bos/on Herald said
" He possesses in a striking degree the
liarly his

:

rare ability of being able to treat of complicated matters
in so
lucid and simple a manner as to make them easy of comprehen-

sion to those who have never before given the subject much
Last year he published a series of tracts on the labor
question which were widely read, but not half so widely as they

thought.

deserved to be.

Treating of his subject from a working man's
standpoint, he displayed an extraordinary wealth of apt but homely
illustrations."
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the Encyclopedia Britannica, under the heading of " Physiology."
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Several pages of the Encyclopedia are devoted to Dr. Hering.
His discoveries make an era in physiological study, and we
remind our readers of his learned and instructive essay on "Memory," published in Nos. 6 and 7 of The Open Court.
Dr. Hering's article on the " Specific Energies of the Nervous
System," while profound in argument and full of information in
its details, is at the same time so simple in statement and so
easily understood that the reading of
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A. Schilling's lecture.

I.

review of

Morgan's lecture

In No. 25 Gen. Trumbull has an article on " The Value of
in the Study of History." He shows the tendency of historic writing toward exaggeration and falsehood; and he advises

in

No. 17
No. 22

doubt.

-745 in

..

901 in No. 34

No. 26

review of T.

Doubt

teachers to strengthen the minds of pupils by the exercise of

Much

Remus.
therefore

of the history of the late
is

•

1

104 in No. 47

as written

by our

Romulus and

by men interested in their own story, and
comes under the suspicion cast upon it by the ordiof evidence. " This war history," says Gen. Trumbull,

It is written

"is woven out of camp-fire yarns." "Like the feet of Chinese children," he says, "our minds were crippled in infancy, and many of
them have been lame ever since. They are not as useful to us as

they would have been

J.

war

as fabulous as the legend of

it

nary rules
950 in No. 37

Lyman
993 in No. 40

A
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famous generals
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maintained

possesses an individual energy which, in addition to the
normal features of its species, secures an individual character to
its future development."
GEN. M. M. TRUMBULL.

bers of

Chopping Sand

is

of each animal species possess an inherent and innate faculty,
viz: a specific energy which directs its development in a manner
characteristic to this animal and no other. Again, each single

doubt."

if

strengthened in infancy by the exercise of
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AGNOSTICISM.
BY MONCURE

D.

sank behind a horizon resembling a wall of copper.
After a time we reached an island, and heard that it
was a great earthquake and volcanic eruption in Batavia that had been so reflected on sea and sky.
In
the Indian Ocean we sailed for some days through
masses of floating lava. One day we passed near a
huge palm, with its roots on, which must have been a

thousand miles from the coast from which it was
hurled, a coast we had avoided because its lighthouses were destroyed. On this huge floating palm
were perched many birds of various species, and from
different climes.
We passed near enough to hear if
there had been any note.
But they sat as if unacquainted with each other, peaceful, silent, motion-

—

—

less.

The incident has been recalled to me by the arraignment of Agnosticism in The Open Court (June
Surely Agnosticism is only an orthodox
28, 1888).
palm hurled by the Darwinian earthquake out from

Wings

whose nests are desolate,
migration, and they who are weary of buf-

habitat.

of others in

feting the

i!

with Agnosticism

CONWAY.

While voyaging on the Southern seas our world
was suddenly changed. The sun became blue and

its

19,

of those

tempest, have here for a time alighted.

The

ethics of such a course each

this

"

Unknowable

tom
all

kill

debbil?'. Agnosticism has

been the virtual refuge of theology.
natural and inevitable; for theology

torney whose business

it

is

That indeed
is

to defend

is

a retained at-

an

institution,

with great interests, resting on a foundation which

must be concealed.
priests

who kept

Its

art is that of the

Etruscan

the mighty gods veiled {Dit Involuti).

might be said they were too resplendent to look on;
really, they dated from such a rude period that they
were not fit to be seen by a more refined and critical
age.
Only so long as their grotesque faces were not
seen could they be adapted to the popular imagination, and their authority retain respect.
A corollary
It

of this is that the
is

to explain

it,

only effectual reply to a superstition

to unveil its origin

But what has the

and history.
do on this

rationalist to

raft?

Notwithstanding the distinguished names associated

or good,

intelligent,

me

appears to

it

or

the poorest

No man knows

of defunct theology.

foul creatures can lurk

and breed

in

better that

its

cavern of

mystery.
In addition to the philosophical exposure of Agnos-

Open Court),

God

either

piece of work Spencer ever did was to raise this phan-

the

not

"

Nevertheless,

moral?

buffs

'Why

must determine

round words like 'atheist,' 'infidel,' 'freethinker,'
that no man can truly state his belief by adopting them.
Nor can one wonder that some new and less odious
term should be sought. But, however unimportant
this attitude may be in some, it is necessary that pubHow many
lic teachers shall be exact thinkers.
preachers who are sheltering their dogmas under Herbut Spencer's "Unknowable," are aware that Herbert
Spencer has declared that he has no reason to suppose

ticism

asks

it is

present; for such connotations sur-

himself, at

for

the time of Paul who,

thou?'), to

cannot help suspecting that

not be troubled-"

From

when argument fails, reinquirer, as Jehovah did Job ('Who art
the time of Robinson Crusoe, when Friday

I

mere weariness of wing in facing the conventional
tempest which has brought freethinkers to seek rest
on the floating palm. I knew an atheist whose son
was troubled at school for openly calling himself the
same. " My child," said the father, " you must not
call yourself art atheist, but an agnostic; then you will

in

the

editorial

article

referred

to (in

certain quasi-practical statements

The
may

be made.
Agnosticism can have no relation whatever to religion.
There have been many theories to account for
the variations of the compass. The cause is unknown;
But what has the Cause to do
it may be unknowable.
with religion? Precisely as much as it would have if
If there be
for the compass we read the Universe.
any unknowable which I do not believe it may be a
god or a gas; but whatever it may be cannot in the

—

—

least concern the religious nature.

For

religion

is

not

concerned with a causative agency, but with the char-

Do you say there is a Creator?
you say there is a protoplasm, unless
you define this Creator. Is it Byelbog or Tchornibog,
Ormuzdor or Ahriman? And what is he or it to me,
For any religious purpose there
or I to him or it?
must not only be knowledge, but intimate and comFor that reason such abstract and
plete knowledge.
acter of that agency.
It is

the

same

as

if

1
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vague gods as Brahma and Jehovah have no temples
or altars; religion follows Jesus, Buddha, Mary, who
may be known and loved. Herein religion is actual.
Religion can only mean a theory or conception of
things on the truth and moral value of which a man
bases his life. But this value he can only know by
the fruits his religion has borne in the lives and wisdom of certain men. Except as his faith is thus determined by fruits it can have no ethical value even
though true. For many a true thing is odious. For
example, it is true that in some communities, both of
animals and men, the " fittest " to survive is the
morally "unfittest," the most venomous, furtive,
Religion, therefore, is less concerned about
selfish.

—

the scientific truth of things than the ideal potentialities

This ideal

of things.

the

humane

standard.

is

essentially an *expression of

Hence

to

be loved and followed,

the Unknowable, like every other god
the religious spirit, must be born of

who has excited
woman. All re-

COURT.
human

the efforts of

human

science and morality to substitute

for natural selection.

ECONOMIC CONFERENCES.
HI.
B'Y

WHEELBARROW.

American Chartism has a very
to

close resemblance

the English article of that name, so close indeed,

Thomas J. Morgan, who came
Economic Conference course, I thought
myself once more a boy in London cheering the labor

that listening to Mr.
third in the

gospel at the Chartist hall in John Street. Mr. Morgan looked like a Chartist, spoke like a Chartist, and
the spirit of Chartism was

which he

the magnetic

tied the audience together.

by

string

Mr. Morgan

is

an effective orator because he has the sincerity and
zeal of a fanatic.
That is not the worst of it; he is a
fanatic with a cause; a fanatic with an argument written in tears.

With some

which have gradually de-humanized their deities
have become weak. Such are Judaism and Parseeism.
The great religions, those which have touched the
human heart have apotheosized some man until he
is transfigured with the ideals, and embodies the hopes,
There is nothing so well known to
of all humanity.
us as these ideals and these hopes. What religious or
moral relation can man have to the unknowable?

Morgan captured the
audience in advance of his argument.
He complained that he was only five feet two inches
high.
The crowd laughed at this, not seeing the subtle charge behind it.
They saw it presently when the
orator declared with much dramatic force that he had
been cheated out of his rightful stature by the rapacity

The Open

Gloster in the play scolding nature for a like wrong

ligious

—

—

While valuing so highly the
Court,

in

attitude of

the article reviewing the Field-Ingersoll

controversy, towards the Unknowable,

it

"is the recognition of a moral law in

ture to which

man

has to conform

order to live well, and to be blest."

in

order to

Na-

live, in

But where is any
man? Except in

moral law found in nature except in
man, and in so much of the world as man has partly
humanized, nature seems predatory, and cruelly impartial between good and evil, brier and the fruit
if not, indeed, favorable to the brier.
May it not be
more truly said that there is a moral law in man to
which nature must conform in order to live well and
be blessed?
And can it be said that "truth is stronger than
error?"
I cannot so interpret the crucifixion of Jesus,
or the banishment of Buddhism from India, or the
present reign of superstition.

As he

of capital.

done

to

In three-fourths of the

world adherents of error "survive" more comfortably,
multiply and increase more ex-tensively, than the disciples of truth.
Nor does any tendency to reverse
this plainly appear in the nature of things
apart from

—

cleverness, Mr.

of his

said that,

I

thought of the cynical

him:

would not be

candid to omit saying that it does not make clear, to
my own mind, the ethical side of Monism. "It takes
as its basis the unitary conception of modern science
and finds in this view the best support and confirmation of the fundamental truth of religion."
The truth
at the bottom of all religions, giving them their ethical import,

sympathy

"I, that

am

curtail'd of thi

tair

proportion,

Cheated of feature by dissc bling nature,
Deformed, imfinished, sent bef re my time,
Into this breathing? world si
halt made i

Mr. Morgan could not complain that he had been
cheated of feature, for his face

what there

is

of

him

is

is

well enough;

in fair proportion,

and

but he had

been cheated of stature, not by dissembling nature,
but by unfair advantage taken of him when a child,
prematurely sentenced to hard labor in the factory,
where children's hearts are squeezed like grapes and
All this was mournful
the product sold for gold.
enough, but the sympathetic pain of it was felt only by
the small men in the audience, men like me, cheated
Not so, when he comof our stature in the same way.
plained of his diminutive social size, for here he touched
a chord that vibrated in the hearts of all the men
present, who, like himself, were cheated of social
stature because they worked for bread.
Referring to
the slighting way the newspapers always spoke of him,
he said: "My social standing and dignity may be
measured by the contemptible insignificance of the
words Tommy Morgan,' and I am a type of the wage
'

class."

Although that preamble was given

way

as

pathos

if

in

in a

sneering

rendering scorn for scorn, there was artful
it,

because every working

man

in the

house

THE OPEN
was smarting under the low-caste brand stamped upon
him b)' society. Here was a man of character and
ability, of earnest convictions, and active philanthropy,
whom the newspapers would not allow to rise above
the littleness of a nickname because he worked for
wages, and had the daring to say things in criticism of
society.
Notwithstanding Mr. Morgan's manly claim
for courtesy, it was refused him by the press; and the
next morning the newspapers deliberately repeated
the insult of which he had complained; they jeered him
again as "Tommy." The)' saw a sensitive man whom
they could wound, and they wounded him. I think
the newspaper that thus wantonly violates the laws of
social kindness can hardly be called a gentleman. Editors and writers from long habit of criticism sometimes forget the chivalry and charity which will notwound the feelings of other men; a chivalry which in
ordinary social intercourse they are careful to display.

thegentle instinct refined and polished by exercise
makes a gentleman. The possessor of it may be a
peasant or he maybe a king. He may be an editor also,
butin that case his nobility will be reflected in his newspaper. "The hard rain," said Rory O'More, " the hard
rain only cuts the body, but the hard word cuts the
heart."
I have read that much of the cruelty of the
French Revolution was vengeance for ancient scorn.
Mr. Morgan's pathos became sarcasm of good
quality when he showed the obsequious deferential
way in which those papers spoke of the banker, who
lectured in the same course on the preceding Sunday
night.
This contrast marked with double emphasis
It is

that

the ungenerous treatment given to Mr. Morgan. There

men
who own

Chicago outside the learned
much useful knowledge as
Mr. Morgan owns. There are not five of them who
can weave that knowledge into an argument with such
ingenuity and skill as he can do it, and there is literally not one of them who can present an argument in
such logical shape, and with such oratorical power as
Mr. Morgan presented his reasons for State socialism.
Yet, because he is a laborer, he is not allowed the ordinary civilities of life, nor any designation higher
than " Tommy." Of all the ills in Hamlet's catalogue,
"the proud man's contumely" is the most irritating to
the working man.
Mr. Morgan's theme was " The labor question from
the standpoint of a Socialist."
He built his argument
on a platform of statistics, the arithmetic of poverty.
Sophistry delights in statistics. They are plastic and
Although the proverb
accommodating witnesses.
says that " figures won't lie," they seldom come into a
are not ten rich

in

professions

as

court of investigation without being successfully im-

peached.

That squalor abounds

confessed by everybody.
witnesses to prove

it.

It is

in all great cities is

not necessar}' to bring

Squalor

is

the

sediment of

COURT.

cities.

Its

many.
this.

1105

causes are a thousand,

its

cures must be as

Speculative reformers like Mr.

They have

Morgan

forget

a patent medicine, a magic balsam

which cures all political and social disorders. Society
must be cured by that or they will not allow it to be
cured at all. Like the jealous physician they would
rather see the patient die, than cured by any other
"school of medicine" than their own. Mr. Morgan
sees misery produced by a multitude of causes, )'et he
has but one remedy, the vague, uncertain hope and
promise called State Socialism; wherein all individual
ambition is to cease, where no man shall grow taller
than his fellow, and especially not more than five feet
two inches high. Mr. Morgan looks and speaks like
a man who would stand by his principles with conLike Sam Weller's acquaintaince
sistent heroism.
who shot himself to prove that muffins were wholesome, Mr. Morgan would rather carry a donkey's load
forever than be relieved of his burthen by any other
methods than his own.
Men and women who reform the world by wholesale, and who scorn to help their fellow creatures by
any retail system, charge all human ills upon society,
and relieve mankind from individual guilt. Thus Mr.
Morgan transfers the vice of drunkenness from the
men who practice it to their form of government.
Strong drink, our most efficient poverty-maker, was
presented to us rather as a friend of the working man
than an enemy; a useful tonic and restorative. Mr.
Morgan shifted intemperance from its old position, and

made

This unit the effect, not the cause of poverty.
lucky transposition will have an evil influence over the
men who follow his lead, and they constitute a large
element of the laboring population of Chicago.

We

are grateful to the

upon the
to

man who

unloads our private faults

public, but a better friend

reform ourselves

in the law.

is

he who tells us
for changes

now without waiting

Self-discipline

is

premature, says the

terer; wait until the State is reformed.

Then

flat-

will

be

For the present,

the time to curb your appetites.

comfort your hearts with wine.
After flattering strong drink as a tonic whose office
it is to raise the heart of the exhausted worker, Mr.

Morgan
better

said:

home

"Give

the laborer a chance to get a

than a couple of rooms.

Give men a rea-

son for living and they will not need intoxicants."
The applause here had a mendicant flavor about it

which was depressing and very

sad.

The man who

comforts himself with "intoxicants" while waiting for
" government " or some other benevolent fairy to give

him three rooms instead of two, will not have two
rooms very long. Whose duty is it to give a man
reasons for living? Men must make their own reasons
for living, and they must not be expected to share
them with the rusty delinquents who think that good

THE OPEN COURT

iio6
enough reasons

for living

may

be found

in beer.

Indi-

vidual ambition, and an active personal conscience are
the levers by

which the working men must

Self-reform

selves.

is

lift

them-

the true tonic of exhausted la-

The man who would elevate society must raise
own part of it, which is himself. A maudlin trust
"government" will accomplish nothing. "Who

ogy

for the

his

own

He

ogy.

termed

He

"scab."

overdid

and showed that

it,

order needed most the pity and the apol-

"These alleged idlers are the men
They risk losing their lives in the

said,

'scabs.'

— prefer the abhorence and de-

bor.

event of securing a job

his

testation of their fellows rather than

in

would be free themselves, must strike the blow."
Above all things the working men need freedom from
the flatterers who tell them that their vices are not
their

own.

In like

manner Mr. Morgan

transferred the sin of

For
he gave some reasons which society may well ex-

laziness from the idler to his external conditions.
this

amine.
He said that idleness existed among the
poorer classes because " they were born tired." This
its mark with the force of a cannon shot.
comprehensive indictment against the existing order
of things was condensed into a single sentence.
I
have often heard it said of lazy men in jest that they
were born tired, but Mr. Morgan uttered it seriously

bolt struck

A

He said the habitual exmen and women was transmitted

"chief," a "grand master," or a " walking delegate "
is

haustion of laboring

for

tired at the very

They

and that millions

of children

were

moment when they came into the world.

inherited

laziness.

This

is

a terrible charge

against our present social organism, and

I

fear that

Mr. Morgan can bring much evidence to sustain it.
In Lord Byron's drama, "The Deformed Transformed,"
Bertha says to Arnold, her deformed son: " Out hunchback!" and Arnold answers, " I was born so Mother!"
In this answer he flings the reproach for his deformity
back upon his parents, where indeed it properly be-

Morgan, confessing the vices of his
order, confronts an accusing world, and retorts with
bitterness, "We were born so. Mother!"
If he is correct, then is our penal code nothing but an expression
of legislative ignorance.
Whether he is correct or

longed.

So, Mr.

not, his plea of hereditary defect is entitled to grave

warns us that a little benevolent
perfumery sprinkled on the decaying spots of our social system will not disinfect the slums, that we must
go down below the surface of our industrial conditions
and wrestle with evil in the place of its origin. Men
in cloth, and women in silk, wholesale dealers in reform, moralizing against the wind, must work more and
talk less. However small the cause of one man's poverty, or of ten men's poverty may be, it is not beneath
the dignity of any man who truly desires justice toremove it if he can.
Mr. Morgan showed that in the labor-market there
are more sellers than buyers of human muscle and
brawn; therefore strikes fail, because there are always
unemployed men enough to fill the vacuum created by
a strike.
Here he threw in a word of pity and apolconsideration.

It

The " scab " is a free laborer; the
can be " ordered out " or " ordered in" by a

upon themselves.

man who

as a physiological truth.

to their children,

be without em-

Rather than be without liberty is the correct statement.
It is not the fear of poverty but the
love of liberty that gives that courage to the " scab."
The so-called scabs are the nobility of labor, the hope
of industrial emancipation.
They have been the martyrs of independence in all ages.
They are the upright brave who run the risk of death, the abhorrence and detestation of their fellows, rather than surrender their manhood into the keeping of other men.
Those who threaten scabs with death, who load them
with detestation and abhorrence, should beware how
they fling contemptuous names which may rebound
ployment."

not.

I

men

do not speak

in reproach,

but in sympathy

driven by despair to bad methods of defence.

I have heard that it is written in the law that if two
shipwrecked men are clinging to a plank which will
only support one man, either of them may drown the
other, and the act is not murder; but I do not believe
the working-men of America are in any such extremity.

Necessity

is

the plea offered for intolerance.

ganized labor" says:

the hands of trustees,

have placed our freedom in
who promise to prop up wages

by the persecution

for us

" Or-

We

of all other

men if

necessary.

It

is

easy to preach on this and show the folly of

It

is

easy to censure the cruelty of

live in

it,

haunted houses where the ghost

but

of

it.

men who

hunger

sits

forever on the hearthstone are very apt to be feeble in

philosophy and confused about moral distinctions.
Holding work by a precarious tenure, liable to be idle

any day, limited to a small ration of nature's raw maout of which to make his living, with new inventions daily cheapening skill, it is natural that the
mechanic, frightened by the combined adversities that
threaten him, clutches at any means of safety, and
shoves his neighbor off the plank. In Mr. Morgan's
own words, " The worker, realizing by experience the
terials

futility of individual resistance

seeks in trades-union-

To which I answer,
and pity it is 'tis true."
For all this, the laborer must learn that he will never
win his own rights by doing wrong to others. He
must learn that the laws of justice are binding upon
him as upon all other men. Passionate critics, like
Mr. Morgan, feeling keenly the rich man's advantage,
make no allowance for the millionaire, who may be
the victim of his " environment " as helpless as the
ism the means
" 'Tis true,

'tis

of protection."

true,

'tis

pity;

I
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They do

laborer in his.

upward

travel

not see that magnanimity

downward, and

as well as

may

that

it is

equally due from the poor to the rich as from the rich
the poor.

to

much

sounds odd, but few

It

of us

know how

the rich need charity.

Mr. Morgan pretends that the laborer's margin of
is so small that he has no room for self-denial,
and that the luxuries he is called upon to deny him-

have already been denied him. He refuted this
Sunday, when he led the working men of the
Trade and Labor assembly to resolve against drinking
beer for thirty days, as a punishment to the master
brewers who were employing non-union men. This
bit of self-denial Mr. Morgan approves as discipline
for the master brewers, but is not the self-discipline
of it a victory more sublime.
Trades-union statesmanship never devised a plan for raising wages so
self

last

his

own wages,

amounts
said,

to the

By it, every man

in the

scheme

or saves a wasted portion of

same

On Monday,

thing.

it

the tired working

man needs

him up and keep him going, one

I

quit

beer to tone

it per day is
he does not need it, one glass is
evidently too much.
Mr. Morgan raises his own wages
if

five cents a day.

Not much indeed, but

it

amounts

a suit of clothes a year, which to a working

considerable in this climate.

man
%

Mr. Morgan there are four acts

to
is

in the

evolution drama, barbarism, feudalism, individualism

and socialism. We are now near the end of the third
act, and individualism has possession of the stage.
The arrangement is purely fanciful, and if the order
were inverted it would be just as true. Is not State
Socialism a quality of barbarism? I don't mean a bad
quality, for many philosophers of high rank look upon
State Socialism as a redeeming virtue in the political
system of the Indians.

Is

it

not error to think that

individualism prevails even in the

Here every
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despair will turn to

in

The prospect

for

leaders like Mr. Morgan,

" hail

with delight the organization of every corporapool or trust that monopolizes production, communication, distribution, transportation or exchange."

There is an unfortunate cabman in the lunatic asylum,
who, although sane on other subjects, thinks that the
nearest and best way to anywhere is across the great
desert of Arabia.
In his efforts to go by that route
he caused his passengers much inconvenience. Mr.
Morgan desires to conduct the working men to a better social state, but he insists on taking them there by
way of the Arabian desert.

THE ONENESS OF MAN AND NATURE.
Mr. Moncure D. Conway's friendly criticism (on
to explain

glass of

not enough, and

to

people

when

not bright

is

page

This was a wise resolution unless
Mr. Morgan intended to increase his daily allowance,

According

labor

raises

that last night."

if

of calamity, the

State Socialism for prayer and rest.

which

Mr. Morgan

"I drink but one glass of beer a day, and

because

march

1

tion,

comfort

effectual as that.
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United States?

citizen has a legislature in almost contin-

embracing him, petting, patronizing and
Sometimes two legislatures are affectionately squeezing him at the same time, and like a
brace of benevolent garroters, literally "holding him

1
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more

fully

" the ethical side of

man

is

is a welcome challenge
than has been done heretofore

Monism."

According

to

Monism

a part of Nature, a part of the one great All,

and the ethical import

Monism

based on the recbarrier which
in the opinion of dualistic systems existed between
the ego and the rest of the world is broken down. The
individual belongs to the whole as an. integral part of
it.
The more fully, the more correctly and truly the
cosmos* of the Universe is mirrored in a consciousness,
the closer will be the union of the ego with the All and
the more moral the individual must become. The
better a man understands the true connection of his
soul to the souls of his fellow-beings and the better he
comprehends his right relation to the great whole of
of

is

The

ognition of this idea of oneness.

all-existence, the

And

duct.

the

more

he conform to what he

will

the laws of sociology and the moral rules of con-

calls

the

more he conforms

he will be

fitter

to these conditions,

to survive in the struggle for ex-

istence.

This

is

The

this

ethics of

is

The Cosmos

itself,

fitly

be

named Evolution-

possible only because the laws

world in which

of the

protecting him.

we

live

are a moral power.

the order of the world,

dation of morality.

aspect of

ethical

the character of evolution also.

is

Monism can

ism, for evolution

ual session

the

large outlines

in

Monism, and

Properly speaking,

is

the foun-

we cannot say

Congress can make money. It is the
chronic state of every man in this country that he
"wants to have a law passed." What sort of indi-

an anthropomorphic exmay be allowable
but is not correct. The truth is individuals are moral
in so far as they conform with the Cosmos, in so far
as they become one with the All and conform to its
order, or humanly speaking, as they obey the laws of

vidualism

the whole.

up." Is

it

not the dream of every citizen that congress

has the power to

make

prosperity?

And many

actu-

ally believe that

is

that?

Mr. Morgan appears to be jealous of specific
forms.

He

re-

prefers to see injustice breed injustice,

and wrongs multiply.

He

thinks that after a fruitless

that the All

is

moral.

This

is

pression, which, in poetic speech,

From

the monistic standpoint

product of the

All.

* Cosmos literally translated

Man
means

is

man

is

the highest

the blossom on the tree

order.

THE
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and humanity is its fruit. Man is grander
and nobler than the rest of nature, as the blossom is a

start,

higher stage of evolution than the leaf. But a flower
and a leaf, though they may be contrasted as the

to

higher and lower stages of one and the same plant,
cannot be considered as two essentially different beings. Thus human civilization, and the vegetable and

our taste,

animal kingdoms can be viewed under the aspect of
Both are prodopposites but not as contradictions.
ucts of the same tree, both are natural, and we shall
find that in human society the same fundamental
laws are at work as in the other natural kingdoms.

The

of Nature,

Man by
more

his

and

quickly

higher

to

these

more
There is

laws.

Therefore
more moral and

is

more powerful, therefore he

is

when we observe how
man takes possession of the earth and how brutes and
wild beasts are extirpated; how also among men the
facts cannot be denied

savage races die out, while the civilized nations conquer the world. And yet it is an every day's experience that the morally bad triumph over the good, and
The posthat the honest are worsted by the wicked.
sibility of falling into error is greater than that of hitting the truth; accordingly while one truth

is

born,

have occasion to arise. Errors multiply quicker than truth and the briers seem more

hundreds
fertile

of errors

than the useful

The

truth of this

fruit-trees.

ii

obvious, although the potency

wickedness seems to contradict flatly the former
statement that morality makes man fitter to survive.
Similarly the fertility of error seems irreconcilable with
the fact that truth is stronger than error and must survive in a world where the fittest will finally conquer.
of

And if we experience, ourselves, the power of iniquity,
if we personally suffer from the advantages which the
wicked gain by their very unscrupulousness, we are
but too much inclined to lose all confidence in the
moral order of the world.
There have been and still are times of trial and
tribulation in the development of entire nations as
well as of single individuals, when it takes all our
strength not to lose faith in ethics and in the worth of
Even Christ cried in the agony of death his
ethics.
" My God, my God, why
£li, Eli, lama sabachthatii.
hast thou forsaken me?" All the sages of humanity
agree that it takes a strong character and the moral
power of purpose, faithfully to endure in temptation and
constantly to trust in truth and righteousness. There
is sufficient cause for a lack of faith, and enough
occasion for following the path of vice and wrongdoing.
Almost all aberrations from truth and
justice appear pleasant and full of promise in the

final

triumph

it

of truth

shepherd boy who became king
one of the psalms:

spirited

Judea sings

in

of

The wicked

in his pride doth prosecute the poor.
His mouth is full of cursing and deceit and fraud: under his
tongue is mischief and vanity.

He

in the secret

sitteth in the lurking places of the villages:

doth he murder the innocent: his eyes are privily set against the
poor.

He

he lieth in wait
he doth catch the poor, when he draweth him

lieth in wait secretly as a lion in his den:

to catch the poor:

into his net.

He

therefore fitter to survive in the struggle for existence.

These

then, perhaps too often for

nevertheless, difficult though

justice.

truth in his conception of the universe than in

the imperfect percepts of animal brains.

he

and

we should

never lose faith in the

be,

and teachers are

and although the righteous path

now and

be thorny

may

of parents

Nevertheless these aberrations lead

inevitable ruin,

may

conforms

qualifications

readily

and the warnings

easily forgotten.

by

croucheth, and humbleth himself, that the poor

may

fall

his strong ones.

He
he

face;

hath said in his heart,
will

never see

God hath

forgotten: he hideth his

it.

And in another song the royal Hebrew poet gives
an answer to his anxious doubts as to the apparent
lack of justice in the order of the world.

He

says:

Fret not thyself because of evildoers, neither be thou envious
against the workers of iniquity.

For they

will

soon be cut down like the grass, and wither as

the green herb.

Cease from anger, and forsake wrath:
wise to do

I^

fret not thyself in

any

evil.

yet a

yea, thou
and the wicked shall noi
and it s/iall not Iv.
inherit the earth; and shall delight them-

while,

little

fie'.-

shalt diligently consider his place,

But the meek shall
abundance of peace.

selves in the

The wicked

plotteth against the just, and gnasheth

upon him

with his teeth.

The wicked have drawn out the sword, and have bent their
to cast down the poor and needy, and to slay such as be of

bow,

upright conversation.

Their sword shall enter into their own heart, and their bows
shall

be broken.

A

little that a righteous man hath is
many wicked.
The wicked borroweth, and payeth

better than the riches of

not again: but the right-

eous showeth mercy, and giveth.
I have seen the wicked in great power, and spreading himself
green bay tree.
Yet he passed away, and, lo, he
but he could not be found.
I have been young, and now am
like a

virs not: yea, I

old; yet

have

I

sought him

not seen the

righteous forsaken, nor his seed begging bread.

Depart from

The

evil,

and do good; and dwell for evermore.

righteous shall inherit the land, and dwell therein for

ever.

David

finds comfort in observing the eventual fate
prosperous evil-doer, for " a little while " and
" he passed away, and, lo, he was not."
The triumph of truth and virtue, however, is not
such as to make their devotees wander through the
pleasant vales of perpetual happiness. Just the conof the

I
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and truth is often not easy to
" Strait is the gate
find and difficult to walk upon.
and narrow is the way which leadeth unto life and few
there be that find it."
Similarly the Greek poet says:
trary; the path of virtue
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1

the features of meliorism.

Christian ethics which

in

Hope and
tianity

These

melioristic features

beam

forth

in

Faith and

Charity, have been the strength of Chris-

and did most

for its propagation.

It

Christian faith which conquered the world,
'A'iidi'aTot

[Toil before Virtue

Steep

is

fiaKphi;

'

is

fik Ka'i

I'lpt^tor ol[ioq

pessimistic and world-despising despair of

fTr' a'vrijr.

placed by judicious decrees o£ Immortals.

the path to her heights and rugged the road to the summit.]

The

consequences of error, folly, and crime, it
is true, often come so slow that it appears as if the
sinner would escape punishment. They come late,
yet they are sure to come, as a Greek sage has said:
evil

&ECiv aT^orvai

01/'/

"

Though

fiv7.oi^

the mills of

a/^ovat

God

rff

^CTrrd.*

grind slowly,

Though with patience he stands waiting,
With exactness grinds he all."f
narrative of the crucifixion of Christ

has impressed humanity so deeply because of the moral
lesson it conveys.
The most touching and sympa-

must be found in the
has to undergo. The
a source of intense pain and tribula-

thetic features of the holy legend

suffering

which the God

divinity of

man

is

in

Our very

tation

and even into the darkness

we should

ideals lead us into trouble

not despair;

of death.

and temp-

And

we should preserve our

and righteousness.

It is true,

tianity

that with the

It

new

is

this lesson

revelation of Chris-

per critcem ad lucem, which showed that the

only a crown of thorns can become a crown of glory

which retarded or seemed to retard the
The same had happened
Its true ethical idea was soon overto Buddism.
grown and smothered by errors. Buddha himself and
in a similar manner Christ himself opposed the dualistic and pessimistic conceptions of their forerunners.
Both opposed fasting as injurious to body and soul,
both left the abodes in deserts and abandoned monkish
habits. They lived as men among men, they sat down
The
at table and ate and drank with the sinners.
disciples of St. John therefore began to grow doubtThey sent word
ful as to the divine mission of Jesus.
to him and asked:
"Art thou he that should come or
do we look for another."
Christ, as well as Buddha, represents a reaction
against pessimism.
It was the start of a new faith,
errors arose

general progress of truth.

new hope,

a

new

Sextus Empiri(
t The English v
Logau's epigram:

religion, a religion that

should bear

*

by Longfello

translation of Friedrich

Gottes Miihlen mahlen langsam,
Mahlen aber trefflich klein;

Ob

aus Langmuth er sich s.lumet

Bringt mit Scharf er Alles ein.

truth

is

dualism.

errors freely

conceived. Errors multiply

and increase more luxuriantly than does truth. And yet
it is only for a while; they will pass away and truth
will stand forth victorious.
It

was again the Christian

faith,

the melioristic

power in the time of the Reformation and led humanity one step nearer to a monistic, a unitary, and
harmonious conception of the All. It is faith in ethics
and confidence in our ideals which, by an abandonment of creed, will lead humanity to the purer heights
of a nobler conception of life and a more elevated existence on earth.

The ethical aspect of Monism has been brought to
more strongly by the recent investigations of ex-

light

perimental psychology, which have been instituted in

France by Mr. Th. Ribot and other French savants.

faith

path of righteousness leads through suffering, and that

a

new

its

the

3'et

which
made of the tragedy of Golgatha, a gospel and glad
tidings to the struggling and despairing human race.
in truth

sprout where a

man

tion.

grow with the wheat, and

tares

is

not the

feature of Christianity, which proved a regenerative

Yet they grind e.xceeding small;

The simple

The
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The modern psychology

of

Mr.

Ribot agrees well

with the monistic view which has been propounded by

German
there
ego,

scientists.

The

dualistic conception that

the bottom of the soul such a thing as an

is at

has been proved to be wrong.

The

ego, or

the

mental
life, it is the result of the innumerable and complicated
nerve-organisms in our brain. The ideas we think
are the elements of which our mental life consists.
Our mind is dc facto a republic of thoughts, of which
state of consciousness, is not the cause of our

now

the one and

now

the other

is

called into activity.

The unity of mental activity, says Wundt, is no proof
of Des Cartes's view that the soul is a simple being;
for the unity of the mind is now considered as resulting from a rich and complicated system.

The

ego of our consciousness

is

concentrated and

centralized, according to Mr. Ribot, in a similar

way

as

focused in the lenses of our eyes. This
modern psychological view has been explained by Mr.

our sight

is

Hegeler* in its mechanical aspects; and Prof. Mach
compares the personality of an individual to an indifferent symbolical thread on which are strung the valuable
pearls of our real existence. f These pearls are the
ideas which have entered into our brains. The ideas
which live in us are our true self. These ideas we
have received from others and we communicate to
These ideas, in so far as they are ideals, warm
others.
our hearts and keep aglow our enthusiasm so as to
* In

Nos.

+ Prof.

I

and

Ernst

Thought," Part

II,

14 of

The Open Court.

"Transformation and Adaptation in
be published in No. 48 of The Open Court.

Mach,
to

Scientific

THK OPEN
make life worth living, for life is only worth living if
we aspire towards something that is greater and nobler
These ideas

than our limitedv?^;?.

in so far as they are
humanity, make of every
single man a representative of mankind.
Thus the barrier between the ego and the great

the essence of what

we

call

whole of the All is broken. Prof. Mach* says: "Humanity in its entirety is like a polyp-plant. The material
and organic bonds of individual union have, indeed,
been severed; they would only have impeded freedom
of movement and evolution.
But the ultimate aim,
the psychical connection of the whole, has been attained in a much higher degree through the more
luxuriant development which has been thus made
possible."

The individual man is ethical by his Oneness with
humanity, and humanity is ethical by its Oneness with
Nature.
If humanity would cut itself loose from
Nature in which its origin lies and which affords the
condition of

its

existence,

like a tree that is severed

it

would die away and wither

from

a whole as well as the single

its root.

man can

Humanity

as

and grow,
advance and prosper only by remaining one with
the All, by being moral; i. e. by observing and conformlive

ing to the cosmical order of Nature.

p.

c.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE ETHICAL

BASIS OF CHARITY.

—

To the Editor of The Open Court;
Allow me to take exception to a point in " The Ethical Basis
of Charity " by W. Alexander Johnson.
I almost hate to do so,
because I sympathize heartily with the idea put forth in the
But, on the other hand, just for that,

article as a whole.

the liberty to criticise what seems to

me

I

take

a bend from the right

road, which the author in his paper so masterly pursues.

Mr. Johnson says: "The law of the Survival of the Fittest'
without doubt the law of progress in animal life." Now then,
'

is

which is not made smaller by being met with
and which must not be passed by unnoticed,
because of the important course of ideas it involves. There is at
the bottom of the error an identification of the "fittest" and the

this

an

is

error,

rather often,

But the competition in life or the struggle for existence
is very far from being of so teleologic a nature or of so soft grained
a turn.
Charles Darwin in his work on the Origin of Species,
"best."

"

says about extinction:

It is

certain that insects and blood-sucking

bats determine the existence of the larger naturalized quadrupeds

South America." (P. 295.) Thus, there is very
little grace in nature.
And I must object as much to the premises
of Mr. Johnson that the law of the " Survival of the Fittest " has
not unhindered operation in its application to humanity as to his

in several parts of

conclusion that

He

end.

says:

if

it

had,

pauperism would speedily come

"Every pauper would have choice

to

an

COURT.

and is precisely the
which favors the lazy and low-minded, and
like the vermin of South America, in their competition with better
animals, makes the parasitic life they depend on more successful
as a fact, enters into the struggle for existence,
doleful circumstance

As

But

an error, and an error which was in a very
ingenious way pointed out by Mr. Johnson in the very article under
consideration.
There is for the pauper one more opening, and
that

is

this is

the senseless charity which Mr. Johnson blames; but which,

Prof. Ernst Mach, "Transformation and Adaptation in Scientific
Thought," Part II, to be published in No. 48 of The Open Court.

common

error to misunderstand the
by identifying the fittest with the
seems to me a very dangerous relapse into teleological optimism, which is as theoretically untrue
as

it is

of our

it is

a

fittest,

this interpretation

practically misleading, favoring all the deplorable

moral

faculties.

The

i'/.r

struggle for existence and the

inertiic

compe-

tition in life are a fact, and a brutal one at that, but not a nice
arrangement of a more or less transcendental cosmical order which
settles all for the best and which we can abide by. Whosoever has
tried to cultivate a garden, or raise " live stock"
no matter what
kind and whosoever reasons, like Charles Darwin himself, with the
knowledge of facts gained there before him, can not be one moment in doubt, that in this world of ours the " fittest " to live is
very often not a very ideal individual.
Dr. Lindorme.
[Mr. Johnson has declared in his essay published in No. 37
of The Open Court that the basis of Charity must not be sought
for in the sustenance of a pauper class which proves to be unfit in
the struggle for existence, but in ourselves and our ethical nature.
Dr. Lindorme, undoubtedly gives expression to the general
opinion which is at present most popular. We do not hesitate to
side with Mr. Johnson, not because we know the able editor of the
Reporter, the Chicago organ for organized charity, to be an authority in this province, but because his evidence is coercive and
unanswerable. It rests on the solid basis of scientific facts. If charity organizations would offer a constant help to those unable to help
themselves, they would induce a large number of people to rely
upon their help. They would raise and pamper a pauper class
as has been done in Italy and other countries where charity has
been practised with a vengeance and where its pernicious effects
are felt in degrading the working class by lowering the standard
»
and average price of free labor.
This
It is maintained that the fittest, not the best, survive.

—

—

is

true in exceptional cases, but not in the whole.

The morally

bad may enjoy great advantages for a long time, and many of the
good will perish as their victims, but in the long i*un the morally
bad are sure to perish and only the good can survive.
It is not uncommon to undervalue the import of morality in
the struggle for existence, and we took occasion on p. 906 of The
Open Court, to state our view of the subject in opposition to
Prof. Huxley, who in his essay of the Popular Science Monthly for
April had stated that not the best but the shrewdest and toughest
survive.

We

said in the passage alluded to "

of his toughness,
qualities.

lion or

The

Man

survived not because

or his shrewdness, but because of his moral

antediluvial fox

was perhaps shrewder, and the

bear tougher, than the prehistoric savage or man-ape; but

they were lacking in the moral faculties which bind single individ-

and of friendship.
Moral feelings, or rather the capacity and conditions of the growth
of moral feelings, the tendency to reveal moral qualities, made the
primitive man sociable.
A social animal develops more morally
than solitary beings, and the shrewdness of a social being becomes
uals together with the ties of love, of family

intelligence.
'
'

beggary."

of their betters.

hinted before,

I

But

best.

of three re-

sources: he could work, steal or starve; he could no longer live by

many

than that of

law of the survival of the

Intelligence

is

more powerful

as a

existence than shrewdness, because

Human speech
Man was

ness.

is

it

weapon

in

the struggle for

does not lack in morality.

the product of intelligence and not of shrewd-

able to develop speech only because he was moral

to be social, and this morality elevated man above the rest
Among savage tribes the most intelligent,
and 7iot the shrewdest, survived. It is an undeniable fact that in
any given district the tribes who were lacking in morality, even

enough

of the animal world.

I

THE OPEN
when

the very shrewdest and toughest,

had to go to the wall, while
end the most moral remained victorious.
is a wrong historical view to imagine that the Romans conquered the world because they were shrewder, stronger and more
ferocious than their neighbors.
They conquered the world because they possessed in addition to strength a rare moral quality
the quality of justice.
And even their strength was not the physical force of a ferocious bull, but the moral strength of courage.
"It will thus be seen that morality affords the power to survive, and if the primitive savage was not moral in the present acceptation of the word, he was in his time relatively the most moral
being on earth, and this gave him more strength than toughness
or shrewdness could ever afford."
We refer the reader to the editorial of the present number,
where this subject is more fully discussed.
Editor.]
in the

"It

Herbert Spencer

working again, though with

is

difficulty, for

took him from the middle of March to the first of June
to write the article on " The Ethics of Kant," which he will conit

The

Reinie Philosopliiqiu for July contains a translation of the

above mentioned

article

La morale

meadow

the

before she left our country.

some water over

my

sister,

change her dress."
"Where is your lady

which

is

published

monthly

"I begged her to go to her aunt who lives in this
neighborhood, and to return in an hour," replied the
Princess Sidonie.

"She has not done

Contributions from the best German-American authors

have appeared

in

its

Number

columns.

6,

which

is

just

pub-

poems by E. A. Zuendt, Hermann Rosenthal,
Max Hempel, Kara Giorg, llda Poesche, Adolph Hachtmann, G.
Fr. Bauer, and Konrad Nies, the editor.
Mr. H. Urban has

lished,

contains

contributed a short novel.

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.^

her duty in exposing the Princess to such an adnot fitting that princesses should enter

It is

village houses alone,

and disguise themselves."

The Princess compressed her
lord

and

the best protector with

could

me.

father, forgive

have,

that

me

was

still;

the spoons

plied,

am

fell

into the grass.

cried Siddy, turning pale.

"Away

officer,

and hastily fastened
"You must take
claimed the

it.

it all

upon

yourself,"

Benno, ex-

sister.

your

who

stifly

made

their obeisances to him.

ironical smile curled his lip

dishes on the table.
* Translation copyrighted.

Highness's

my

son,

a few steps,

and looked

si-

was the expression

anger and displeasure in his countenance, that the
down her eyes.
"Has the Princess appointed Prince Victor to be

Princess turned pale and cast

her protector in the peasant's farm?" he inquired.
"Has Lieutenant" he mentioned his family name

—

"permission to leave the garrison?"
" I came here on horseback without permission,"
replied Victor, with military composure.
"Report yourself under arrest," commanded the

He

unfastened

nodding behind the Prince's back, over
the hedge, to his cousin, he trotted back to the town.
"Make haste and cease this mummery," ordered
"

The Princess

will drive

home

in a car-

riage with the Hereditary Prince."

The young people made

their obeisances

and

left

"

I

had

a foreboding of this misfortune," said the

sister, when in the carriage.
"Poor Siddy!"
" I would rather be the maid of this countrywoman,
and wear wooden shoes, than continue to bear this life

Hereditary Prince, to his

" I would willingly do it," replied he, timidly, "but
have never had any skill in invention."
The Prince dismounted in front of the farm-house,
helped by his equerry. The lackey hastened forward
to open the doors, and the Prince approached slowly
like a threatening storm.
He entered the garden, and
his sharp eyes rested on the embarrassed Prince and

An

had

the garden.

I

Princess,

I

that a princess of our house

lently into her face; and, so strong

the Prince.

and dare not run away," he reshrugging his shoulders. He seized his sword
an

gracious

alone.

his horse, and,

with you, Victor."

"I

"My

lips.

was not

Victor saluted and turned awa3^

CHAPTER XrX— Continued.
All three stood

I

Prince.

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

"We are betrayed,"

my com-

right in forgetting

order to gratify yours; and she neglected

in

venture.

of
in

New

York, (14 Cooper Union).
It contains
the poetry of German-American poets, and is well edited by Kon-

rad Nies.

to

he asked

in waiting, Sidonie?"

The Prince drew back

Newark, Ohio, and

spilled

brother."

de fCant.

Our German-American compatriots have again proved their
National and true American spirit by a new publication, entitled
Deiitsch-AmerikaniscJid Diclilting,

I

and she was obliged

his daughter.

August Popular ScUnce MontJdy.

Mr. Spencer combats Kant's idea that only right things done in obedience to duty
have moral worth, while the same things done from love of the
right in and for itself are morally valueless.
tribute to the

"Answer,
he asked.
All were silent.
Benno," he said, turning sharply to the young gentleman in the blue smock-frock.
" Siddy and I wished to have a little pastime in
carnival?"

mands,

NOTES.
he says

COURT.

"Who

when he saw

the

of slavery," cried the

"But do

not

angry Princess.

make any remarks

at dinner,"

begged

Benno.

The nosegay of wild flowers stood in the bucket,
and was torn to pieces in the evening by the countrywoman's cow.

has arranged this country

The day

following, the

Lord High Steward, von Ot-
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tenburg, an old gentleman with white hair, entered the

apartment of the Prince.
" I have requested your Excellence to call on me,"
began the Prince, politely, " because I wish to obtain
your advice in a family matter. The day approaches
when the Princess will leave us. Have you seen my
daughter to-day?" he said, interrupting himself.
" I come from her Highness," answered the old
gentleman respectfully.
The Prince smiled. " Yesterday I had to speak
seriously to her.
The children took into their heads
to act an idyl, and I found them in peasants' dresses
and in high glee. Our dear Siddy had forgotten that
such sport might expose her to misinterpretation,
which she has every reason to avoid."
The Lord High Steward bowed in silence.
" But it is not a question of the Princess now. The
time has arrived when a decision must be made concerning the next few years of the Hereditary Prince's
life.
I have thought of his entering one of the large
armies, in spite of the consideration due to his delicate
health.
You know that there is only one empire in
which this is possible, and even there unexpected
difficulties have arisen.
There are two regiments in
which one might be certain that the Prince would only
have familiar intercourse with the officers of high
birth.
One of these regiments is commanded by
Colonel Kobell,
ago.

It is

nate.

who

quitted our service

not fitting to

make

some years

the Prince his subordi-

In the other regiment an unexpected occur-

rence has taken place within this last month. A certain Mr. Miller has been introduced into it, contrary

wishes of the corps of officers. Thus the Heis debarred from belonging to the only
army which he could enter."

to the

reditary Prince

COURT.

but is this course advisable for a future sovereign who
needs a preparation for a great career? I remember
that in former times your Highness did not take a favorable view of a soldier's life at Court."
"I do not deny that," replied the Prince. " I must

acknowledge

to

you that

I still

usual condition of society

is

take this view.

now

not

The

that of war, but

The necessary training of a young prince
war undoubtedly develops some manly parts of
his character, but delivers him helplessly into the
hands of his officials in all essential matters. In confiof peace.
for

dence, your Excellence, a pleasure in epaulets lasts
just during the time of peace; but in case of a great

war, where real military talent
tary dilettanteism

of princes,

turns out to be quite useless.

Unfortunately

it is

at

is

requisite, the mili-

with few exceptions,
All this

is

undeniable.

present no longer fashion that

determines a military career for young princes,

it is

a

which we live are
such that a strict connection between the Court
and armies is inevitable; and what at one time was
thought to be unnecessary is now the support of

serious necessity.

The times

in

princes."

"I do not see that the position
is

of reigning princes

strengthened by their being bad generals," answered

Lord High Steward.

the
that

many

" Indeed,

I

venture to assert

which now occur between
people arise from the fact that our

of the difficulties

princes and their

princes occupy themselves too

much with

the shoeing

and with the prejudices and ill conduct of garrisons, and have too little
of the firmness, noble pride, and princely feeling which
can only be developed by practice in worthier affairs."
of horses, the training of recruits,

The Prince

smiled.

"Your Excellence,

then,

is

of

the opinion that the Hereditary Prince should visit the

"Allow me to ask whether this second hindrance
might not be removed?" said the Lord High Steward.
"They would gladly do anything to please us," replied the Prince, "but they do not know how to manage it; for the appointment of this unaristocratic lieutenant was made for political reasons."
" Could the difficulty not be removed by giving

University, for there is no other mode of training when
he leaves this Court. The Prince is weak and easily
led, and the dangers he would incur on this path are
still greater than intercourse with officers of inferior

rank to the family of the lieutenant?" suggested the
Lord High Steward.

may

" That has been cautiously tried, but the father
would not consent; and, indeed, your Excellence, the
objection would remain the same. You know that I

there are sons of ancient families

am not a purist in these things, but daily intercourse
with such a person would be unpleasant to the Hereditary Prince.

Whether

Miller, or

Von

Miller, the

dust of the flour would remain."

There was a pause.
ard began:

certainly undeniable for

means

At

last the

"The advantages

Lord High Stew-

of a military career are

young princes who have no
employment;

or chance of finding other active

grade."
" It is true," interposed the Lord High Steward,
" that during the next few years the Hereditary Prince
find certain drawbacks
academy; but with respect

in the

advantages

of

an

to personal intercourse,

who

are worthy of

the honor of associating with the Prince.

It

would

perhaps be easier there for the young gentleman to
keep clear of unsuitable society than in a regiment."
"It is not this danger which I fear for him," replied the Prince; "but the unpractical theories and
disturbing ideas which are there promulgated."
" Yet we should learn what one has to battle
against," rejoined the Lord High Steward.
"Does
your Highness think, from the varied experience
which you have attained through a highly intellectual
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life,

that an acquaintaince with these ideas

is

so dan-

gerous?"
"

Does

a person

go

to

hell

order to become

in

pious?" asked the Prince, good-humoredly.

"A

gracious lord,

warm

who

his divine

poem; and my

himself has always preserved a

interest in learned pursuits, considers our Uni-

versities

best a species of mild purgatory.

at

If

an

infernal flame should cling to the soil of our illustri-

ous Prince after his return from this place, it will soon
be eradicated by the high interests of his princely

"Your Highness's decision will undoubtedly produce great changes, for it will at the
same time remove all the young people from the
Court."
"All?" asked the Prince, surprised.

marriage of
remain here."
"Then I humbly beg your pardon," rejoined the
Lord High Steward. "I had taken for granted that
the departure of the Hereditary Prince would be followed by the entrance of Prince Victor into a foreign
his sister, but Prince Victor will

" there

is

a consecration in the office of princes whi.ch

even a weak man for the great interests which he
has to grapple with through his life. But, your Excellence, it is difficult to observe without contemptuous pity the sentimental fools' paradise of the new
rulers, and hear the old phrases of love and confidence
believed in and spoken of by princely mouths. Undoubtedly these popular ebullitions are transitory, and
many of us older ones have once indulged in dreams,
and endeavoured to plant green moss where it has
been'withered by the sun; but the fearful dangers of
the present times make such wavering more dangerous to the new rulers, and false steps in the beginning
fits

may

of a reign

often ruin the position of the ruler

afterwards."

The Lord High Steward
"

replied apologetically:

perhaps well to be wiser than others, but to be
more moderate is at no period advantageous. Still a
little poetry and youthful enthusiasm may be allowed
to our princes; and if I therefore venture to recommend a visit to the University for his Highness, the
Hereditary Prince, it is with the satisfactory feeling
that in doing so I express your Highness's own opinIt is

ion."
at the

Lord High Stew-

and a sudden cloud passed over his brow. " How
know what my secret thoughts are?"
"That would be quite a vain attempt with your

ard,

should you

Highness," replied the old courtier, gently, "audit
little benefit an old servant to spy into the secret thoughts of his master.
But your Highness has
always hitherto given the Hereditary Prince tutors
and attendants who were not military. This leads
every one to a conclusion respecting your Highness's

would

are right, as always," said the Prince, ap" It is a pleasure to me to find that your

views coincide with mine.
ion that

"

think that?" said the Prince,

3'ou

have not the least intention of providing for Prince Victor abroad; he may practice the
art of riding in our squadrons."
I

" In this case his position at Court would be
changed," said the Lord High Steward, thoughtfully;
" on occasions he would rank and act as the represen-

member of this illustrious house."
"What are you thinking of," my Lord High

tative

Stew-

ard?" replied the Prince, captiously.

"Will your Highness graciously explain how that
can be avoided? The rights of blood can never be
given or taken away. The Prince is the nearest relative of the Royal Family, and the rules of the Court
require a corresponding position, and the Court will
insist that

he be not deprived of

it."

"The Court!" exclaimed the Prince, contemptuously; " You might as well say at once, the Lord High
Steward."
"

The Lord High Steward

Highness

to

is appointed by your
watch over the regulations of the Court,"

replied the old gentleman, with solemnity.

my

personal opinion,

"But

as

venture to suggest that service
in this capital and the proximity of the Court are not
advantageous for the active and energetic spirit of
I

it may be foreseen that your Highness
have occasion to be dissatisfied with him,
and that the loss of your Highness's favour, considering the lively and popular character of the Prince,
may give occasion to continual scandal and malicious
talk.
Therefore I venture to assume that the considerations which hinder the military career of the Hereditary Prince in a foreign army will have no weight

will often

as regards Prince Victor."

The Prince looked down moodily.
gan, as

my

wishes."

peased.

with surprise.

Prince Victor;

The Prince looked sharply

"You

still

arm}'."

"What makes
lofty expression,

"The Hered-

itary Prince will depart shortly after the

calling."

"Yes," assented the Prince, with

1113

a silent bow.

great poet having ventured this," replied the

Lord High Steward, "wrote

COURT.

I

have

to

make;

For
it

it is

robs

me

company of my dear Benno."
The Lord High Steward showed

a serious decisfor a long time

of the

his

sympathy by

if

convinced: "

I

At last he bethank you for having called

attention to these considerations:

decision after mature deliberation.

may

be satisfied that

I

know how

I

will

come

to a

Your Excellence
to value the

warm

sympathy you take in me and mine."
The Lord High Steward bowed and left the room;
the furrows deepened in the face of the Prince as he
looked after the old man.
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The consequence

of this conversation

was

that the

Hereditary Prince was sent to the University, where
the event did not create so much commotion as was
expected at Court.
The Rector, one evening, came to Professor Werner, and after greeting Use, began, " You set a good
to your country when you came to us; a communication has been made from head-quarters to the
University that in the next term your Hereditary
Prince will begin his studies with us." Then, turning
to the Professor, he continued: "It is expected that
we shall all do that we can, compatibly with the duties
of our office, to advance the education of the young
I have to convey to you the wishes of his
Prince.
Highness that you should lecture to the Hereditary

example

Prince in his own room."
"I shall give no Prince's lectures," replied the
Professor;

"my

sive for that;
" Perhaps

branch of learning is too comprehencannot be put into a nutshell."

it

you could lecture on some popular
theme," advised the prudent Rector. "It appears to
me that greater value attaches to the beneficial effect
of your personal intercourse with the Prince than to
the contents of your lectures."
" If it is agreeable to the Prince to be in our house,
and he will accommodate himself to our habits, I shall

show him every

respectful

and

fitting attention.

But

course of instruction I shall make no change on
If he attends my lectures as a student,
his account.
well and good; but I will never give any private lesin

my

sons in his room or in that of any one else."
"Will not your refusal be regarded as an incivility?"
is

possible," replied the Professor,

"and

I

must

you that in this case it is particularly
But no personal consideration shall
induce me to give up a principle. I have formerly
experienced how humiliating it is to have to fashion
and fit a serious subject to the comprehension of a boy
who has not the necessary preparatory knowledge and
the power of grasping and taking a real interest in
But I will do all that I
it.
I shall never do it again.
can for this young gentleman, although I must confess
acknowledge

to

painful to me.

my

from the high road of princelj'
may be
profitable for their future life, they must do so in a
regular way, and they should come to us with the preparatory knowledge which alone will make it possible
I have
for them to derive advantage from learning.
here and there observed from a distance how sad is
the education of most of them. The shallow and suthat

studies

education.

If

lie

far

they wish to learn of us what

perficial nature

of

which renders

their training,

almost impossible for them to take a

any domain

of intellectual labor,

for their future

life,

We

their duties as rulers.

participate in inflicting

we impart a mere varnish of learned culture to youths who have not in truth as much knowledge as a freshman. And that is usually the object.
this injury,

It

is

if

not necessary to visit the University in order to
a useful man; but if one enters this difficult

become

—

and I think undoubtedly that every future ruler
ought to do so it should be in a way that will secure
valuable results. I do not condemn the teachers who
think otherwise," concluded the Professor, " there are
undoubtedly subjects in which a succinct presentation
path

of

some

—

of the leading principles is possible

But the study

fitable.

of ancient learning

is

warm

interest

it

is

also of little value

and gives them

little

capacity for

not of

beg to be excused from
the young Prince."

this class, and, therefore,

giving private lessons to

and prois

The Rector expressed

I

his

approbation of these

principles.

"My
ingly,

poor Hereditary Prince," cried Use, pitythe Rector left.
poor manuscript," retorted the Professor,

when

"My
laughing.

"But you have made an exception in favor of
your wife," rejoined Use.
" Here the instruction is only the guide to the
elucidation of our whole life," replied the Professor.
" Under these circumstances, you will be able to contemplate only from a distance the future Sovereign of
Bielstein as belonging to you; and I shall also lose
certain faint hopes which I had built upon the passing acquaintance with his father.
For it is undoubtedly probable that my refusal will be considered as an
act of capricious pride."

The

rejoined the Rector.
"It

COURT.

Professor might have been at ease upon this
Care would be taken that his views should
not reach the destination for which they were intended. The sharpness would be blunted, the point
broken, for indeed in the higher regions such an idea
would be considered so monstrous that it could only
be put down to the account of a reprobate man; and
this was by no means the case with the Professor.
The Rector was cautious enough to give plausible
reasons for Werner's refusal, and at the Prince's palace it was determined that the Hereditary Prince
should attend the Professor's lectures. From a syllabus of Werner's lectures a course was selected; it
was on the inspection and explanation of casts of antique sculpture, during which the Hereditary Prince
and his attendant had at least not to sit among a
crowd of colored caps, but could wander about in
point.

princely isolation.
{To be continued.')

Doubtless

all

souls have a surviving thought;

Therefore of Death we think with quiet mind;
But if we think of being turn'd to nought,

A

trembling horror

in

our souls

we

find.

— Sir y.

Davies.
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carrying

was educated at
Copenhagen and Rome. He began his study of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology at the University of Naples, under Prof. Lignand, whose tuition Mr. Gunlogsen enjoyed from 1861-66.
Mr.
Gunlogsen subsequently completed his study of Sanskrit under
Prof. Goldstricken of University College, London.
Prof. Gunlogsen afterwards acted for several years as Teacher of the ancient
and modern Languages in a number of private Schools and Colleges in and near London, England, at the same time occasionally
writing essays and translations for a number of British Reviews
and Newspapers. Prof. Gunlogsen came to this country in the
year 1880. During this interval he has mainly been engaged in
teaching the ancient and modern Languages, contributing from
time to time short essays and sketches to various American
Prof. Alb. H. Gunlogsen, a native of Iceland,

He

Newspapers.

has translated several articles for Scientific Cy-

Mr. Gunlogsen

clopedias, etc.

is

the

man who has ever venThe winter before

first

tured to teach Sanskrit in the City of Chicago.

he was able to form a small class consisting of four Professors
High School. Mr. Gunlogsen will continue
to teach Sanskrit in Chicago during next winter.
In his teaching
he follows the Text books introduced by American Sanskrit schollast

of the North Division

Lanman's Reader and
Grammar.
lars.

Perry's Primer and Prof. Whitney's

We

have for some time been in receipt of a paper by Mr.
Frederick Gerhard of New Jersey, entitled: •'Should the DeathPenalty not be abolished in those States of the Union ivhere it is still

which we take favorable opportunity to present in
Mr. Gerhard reviews the history of the abolition of the

en vogue?"
extracts.

,

death-penalty in these words:

death-penalty was

made

lawyer Beccaria,

the

"The

first

step of the abolition of

in 1764, by the celebrated Italian criminalchampion against capital-punishment, by
proving that this penalty had never deterred criminals from inflicting harm upon society.
But a long time elapsed before his
endeavors bore the first fruits. lYi Tuscany the death-penalty was
abolished in 1786, and in Austria in 17S7.
It was, however, re-

enacted in Tuscany, in 1852, but this roused such a storm of

in-

Government found itself forced to annul it once
it was also re-enacted.
In Germany the National Assembly of 1848 passed a resolution of abolition, which
was put into effect in Oldenburg, Bremen, Nassau, Anhalt and
the Kingdom of Saxony, but not permanently; for, at the establishment of the German Empire, when the^ reaction gained full
power that resolution of the National Assembly of 1848 was andignation, that the

more.

In Austria

nulled; and,

since that time, intelligent

proud of the

Germany can

domain murder

again be

be committed de jure.
In Switzerland the death-penalty has been abolished in several Cantons, but has been re-enacted in some of them.
fact that in its

will again

was abolished in 1870; and the same has been done
in Portugal, Belgium and Roumania.
Among the states of the
American Union it was abolished in 1846 in Michigan, in 1S52 by
Rhode Island, and in 1853 by Wisconsin. The remaining states
and the remaining foreign countries have not yet been able to
attain the moral elevation requisite for this act of humanity, though
in the States of Maine, Minnesota, Indiana and Vermont the law
prescribing the death-penalty must be considered a dead letter,
as no executions have taken place there for years.
In 1887 the
Central-American States Honduras, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and
Guatemala entered into negotiations for forming a Union, similar
In Holland

to the

it

United States, with the express condition, that the death-

penalty in those states should be abolished."
the State of
tricity for

New York

hanging.

death-penalty in

COURT.

The

Legislature of

has recently substituted execution by electhis Mr. Gerhard asks: "But is not the

Upon

itself an inhumanity, a cruelty and a barbarism,
belonging to former dark ages? Is not each and every mode of

out the death-penalty, be it by hanging, decapitation,
shooting, garroting, electricity, poison or any other way
a willful
killing, a murder?
Should not our century, which has abolished
the inhumanity and barbarism of slavery, following the
example of
Rhode Island, Michigan and Wisconsin, abolish also the inhumanity and useless barbarism of the death-penalty in all the other
States of the Union, showing to the world by this new
step forward, that the United States in every respect are at the
head of

The writer believes that the arguments which he advances are so strong and indisputable that even those who
have
hitherto thought the death-penalty indispensable will now
come
to another conclusion.
"The Bible says: 'He who sheddeth
civilization?"

by man shall his blood be shed.' But on the
other hand, the Bible also says: 'Thou shall not kill,' and
we
find here two passages diametrically opposed to each
other,
man's blood,

so
that the advocates as well as the opponents of the death-penalty
can base their arguments on the Bible. The penal code has several theories for the death-penalty— namely, determent,
retaliation, revenge, satisfaction for the state,

The

and security for the state.
three latter have been pretty well abandoned, and the justifi-

is now mainly based on the theory
of
deterring by intimidation, insisting or supposing that an execution
must be a warning to others not to commit a similar crime. But
the penal code recognizes still another theory as the warrant for

cation of the death-penalty

punishment in general, and that is the reformatory theory the
only one which is morally justified, but which cannot be considered in the case of a death-penalty; because, if a person be executed, there can be no intention of reforming him, and if we hang
a

man we

ormation;

him.

deprive him, through violence, of

we

rest satisfied with

According

all possibility

simply taking his

to the first passage:

life,

of ref-

murdering

'He who sheddeth man's

by man shall his blood be shed,' in the death-penalty
merely a remnant of
vendetta is exercised. * * * I reand only moral end of any punishment is the
reformation of the criminal; and for this high purpose capital punishment does not answer, but has even the diametrically opposite
* * * That the death-penalty as a means of deterring
effect.
blood,

'

'

peat, the foremost

from crime

is

lition of the

death-penalty lessens the

a complete mistake; that, on the contrary, the abo-

whilst executions increase them,

various countries.

number

of the worst crimes,

proved by the experience of
In Holland no parricide or matricide was
is

committed

in the ten years following the abolition, whilst these
crimes occurred frequently in the fifty years preceding the abolition.

In Tuscany

it

was shown that the abolition of the death-

number of the crimes considered
worthy of death; and the same result has followed the abolition
in some States of the Union.
An English prison-chaplain, who

penalty led to no increase in the

during his

official

career prepared 167 criminals for execution, has
167 persons, 161 had been proved to have

testified that of these

There is evidence that people who had just
seen an execution, only a few hours afterward, themselves committed murder. Can one, in the face of such testimony claim any
witnessed executions.

validity for the theory of deterring by intimidation?
the frightful brutality in the intentional killing of a

Considering

human

being,

considering the profoundly demoralizing effect which executions
entail, and, from their very nature, must entail, one can indeed not
wonder that their result is not a decrease, but an increase of
heinous crimes. * * * But executions have still another dark
side; it consists in the blasphemy of the priests.
They represent
to the condemned that they will enter now directly into heaven,
and be received by Christ; there stands the culprit, instead of being deeply humiliated by the sense of his criminality, actually
jubilant, and rejoicing that he will soon be with Christ, and that
Christ will receive him with all glory! Is not that rank blasphemy?
The priests who seduce these miserable sinners to such fantastic
visions, ought, instead, to exert all their influence to induce them
to really repent of their bloody deeds.
Such a conversion, at the
moment of going to the gallows, is utterly worthless, and nothing
but a self-deceit and a deception of others."
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